A procedure for measuring auditory and audio-visual speech-reception thresholds for sentences in noise: rationale, evaluation, and recommendations for use.
The strategy for measuring speech-reception thresholds for sentences in noise advocated by Plomp and Mimpen (Audiology, 18, 43-52, 1979) was modified to create a reliable test for measuring the difficulty which listeners have in speech reception, both auditorily and audio-visually. The test materials consist of 10 lists of 15 short sentences of homogeneous intelligibility when presented acoustically, and of different, but still homogeneous, intelligibility when presented audio-visually, in white noise. Homogeneity was achieved by applying phonetic and linguistic principles at the stage of compilation, followed by pilot testing and balancing of properties. To run the test, lists are presented at signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) determined by an up-down psychophysical rule so as to estimate auditory and audio-visual speech-reception thresholds, defined as the SNRs at which the three content words in each sentence are identified correctly on 50% of trials. These thresholds provide measures of a subject's speech-reception abilities. The difference between them provides a measure of the benefit received from vision. It is shown that this measure is closely related to the accuracy with which subjects lip-read words in sentences with no acoustical information. In data from normally hearing adults, the standard deviations (s.d.s) of estimates of auditory speech reception threshold in noise (SRTN), audio-visual SRTN, and visual benefit are 1.2, 2.0, and 2.3 dB, respectively. Graphs are provided with which to estimate the trade-off between reliability and the number of lists presented, and to assess the significance of deviant scores from individual subjects.